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7 ABSTRACT: A self-assembled Fe4L6 cage is capable of co-
8 encapsulating multiple carboxylic acid containing guests in its
9 cavity, and these acids can act as cofactors for cage-catalyzed
10 nucleophilic substitutions. The kinetics of the substitution
11 reaction depend on the size, shape, and binding affinity of each
12 of the components, and small structural changes in guest size
13 can have large effects on the reaction. The host is quite
14 promiscuous and is capable of binding multiple guests with
15 micromolar binding affinities while retaining the ability to
16 effect turnover and catalysis. Substrate binding modes vary
17 widely, from simple 1:1 complexes to 1:2 complexes that can
18 show either negative or positive cooperativity, depending on
19 the guest. The molecularity of the dissociative substitution
20 reaction varies, depending on the electrophile leaving group, acid cofactor, and nucleophile size: small changes in the nature of
21 substrate can have large effects on reaction kinetics, all controlled by selective molecular recognition in the cage interior.

22 ■ INTRODUCTION

23 The scope of enzymatic reactions is widely enhanced by the
24 use of cofactors.1 Species such as flavins,2 pyridoxal phosphate
25 (PLP),3 and cobalamin4 are bound by their respective
26 apoenzymes to form a holoenzyme complex that is capable
27 of binding additional substrates, mediating their reactivity. The
28 mechanism of action of biological cofactors has inspired many
29 famous synthetic transformations over the years.5

30 While synthetic chemists are inspired by the innate
31 mechanisms of cofactor-mediated catalysis, the molecular
32 recognition aspects inspire supramolecular chemists.6 This
33 can motivate multiple avenues of research: external cofactors
34 can be used to switch catalyst function or as allosteric effectors
35 in a wide range of catalytic processes.7 Alternatively, a small
36 molecule cofactor can be bound internally in the host cavity,
37 which then promotes a reaction between other species also
38 bound in that site. This could be defined as “holoenzyme”-
39 mimicry, in that the host active site mediates the reaction of a
40 bound cofactor (such as PLP, flavin, etc.), enhancing rate and
41 providing stereoselectivity. This requires binding multiple
42 different species in a synthetic host8 as well as activating the
43 substrates and turning them over,9 which is still a significant
44 challenge for synthetic host species. Coencapsulation of two or
45 more guests to form homoternary complexes is relatively well-
46 known,10 but formation of heteroternary complexes is rarer.11

47 Additionally, most of these examples exhibit tight host/guest
48 binding to allow coencapsulation, so turnover can be
49 problematic, limiting their use as catalysts. Many supra-
50 molecular catalysts either promote unimolecular rearrange-

51ments12 or promote the dimerization of complementary
52substrates.13 There are far fewer examples of “cofactor-
53mediated catalysis” with synthetic receptors, namely the use
54of a host/guest complex to catalyze reaction between
55additional reactants bound inside the parent host.
56One strategy is to use a very small cofactor, namely a
57solvent-coordinated H+ or OH− ion.14 Alternatively, M4L6

58catecholate hosts in water can bind organometallic species15

59and can effect small molecule transformations such as
60intermolecular cyclizations and isomerizations, among
61others.16 Larger cofactors usually require supercapsules such
62Pd12L24 and Pd24L48 nanospheres

17 or self-assembled resorci-
63narene hexamers,18 which have interior cavity volumes of
64greater than 1375 Å3.19 This allows the binding of multiple
65small molecules in internal “nanophases” and has been used to
66promote either Brønsted acid20 or gold catalyzed cyclization
67reactions,21 iminium-catalyzed conjugate additions,22 and
68carbonyl−olefin metatheses.23 Other examples of hosts that
69can exploit cofactor effects are metalloporphyrin assemblies,
70which use ligand to the metal centers to control selectivity and
71rate in processes such as hydroformylation.24

72One of the advantages of smaller, more defined host
73structures is that the size of the individual components can be
74varied to affect the reaction outcome: by changing the size and
75shape of the cofactor, different selectivities could be observed
76for different reactants. Smaller hosts can have their own issues
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77 in supramolecular catalysis, however, most notably product
78 inhibition and poor turnover.25 Here, we show that an organic-
79 soluble metal−ligand cage complex can act as a host
80 environment for cofactor-mediated catalysis. The cage is a
81 promiscuous, yet high affinity host, and multiple guests can be
82 bound, reacted and released. The reaction kinetics depend on
83 the molecular recognition of all the components in the
84 reaction, and small changes in substrate structure can have
85 large effects on the host-catalyzed reaction.

86 ■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
87 We recently synthesized the large tetrahedral Fe4L6 cage

f1 88 complexes 1 and 2 (Figure 1).26 Acid-functionalized cage 2 is
89 an effective biomimetic catalyst, capable of catalyzing
90 sequential tandem reactions26 and nucleophilic substitutions
91 such as the thioetherification of triphenylmethanol.27 This
92 process involves the formation of ternary host/guest complexes
93 and hints at the possibility of cofactor-mediated catalysis in
94 synthetic receptors. As the thioetherification of triphenylme-

95thanol 4a with alkylmercaptans is well-suited for mechanistic
96analysis in these cage complexes, we initially tested whether
97unfunctionalized cage 1 could promote the reaction in the
98presence of a suitably sized acidic cofactor.
99The initial tests were performed with the fluorene-based
100diacid 3a, a direct synthetic precursor to acid cage 2.
101Triphenylmethanol 4a was heated with 1.25 molar equiv of
102n-propanethiol in the presence of 5% cage 1 and 30% cofactor
1033a in CD3CN, and the initial rate of the reaction forming
104 f2thioether 5a was monitored by 1H NMR (Figure 2).

105Interestingly, the combination of 1 and 3a is an effective
106catalyst for the reaction, showing a >50-fold increase in initial
107rate when compared to the same concentration of 3a in the
108absence of 1. The process is not catalyzed by cage 1 in the
109absence of catalyst at all. The rate of the cofactor-mediated
110process with 1·3a is ∼30 times slower than the reaction
111catalyzed by 5% acid-functionalized cage 2,27 as might be
112expected, but this initial experiment illustrates that the
113presence of cage 1 can significantly enhance the activity of
114the free acid catalyst, despite the fact it has no reactive
115functional groups. This suggests that molecular recognition
116effects are involved, and the acid is indeed acting as a
117“cofactor”, and the cage as a holoenzyme mimic. Importantly,
118cage 1 is stable to the presence of acid 3a, and no
119decomposition is seen during the reaction, even after 12 h at
120reflux in CD3CN (Figure S4). It is intolerant to stronger acids
121(e.g., camphorsulfonic acid (CSA) or CF3CO2H

26) at high
122temperatures, however. Rapid decomposition and solvolysis of
123the iminopyridine groups is seen in the presence of 6 equiv of
124CSA after 5 min at 80 °C in CD3CN.
125To determine whether the accelerated reaction with 1·3a
126was due to molecular recognition, we investigated the guest
127binding properties of cage 1 in more detail. We have previously
128shown that these extended fluorenyl cages, notably acid-
129functionalized cage 2, show strong binding affinities (up to
130200000 M−1) for small molecules in acetonitrile.26,27

131Unfunctionalized cage 1 has a substantially larger cavity than
132acid cage 2, however, and cannot exploit polar interactions
133between the host COOH groups and guest. In addition, the
134lack of bulky acid groups creates larger “gaps” between the
135walls of the cage (Figures 1b, 1c), which should lower guest
136affinity, especially for small neutral species.
137Analysis of the host properties of cage 1 is not trivial. The
138interior cavity of 1 is large (∼600 Å3), and all of the

Figure 1. (a) Structures of Fe4L6 cage 1 and acid-decorated cage 2.26

Minimized structures of the S4 isomers of (b) cage 1; (c) cage 2
(SPARTAN, Hartree−Fock); (d) structures of the acid cofactors; (e)
summary of the acid catalyzed substitution processes tested (1·(3a−
e) = 1:6 ratio of cage: cofactor).

Figure 2. Cofactor-mediated catalysis with cage 1 and acid 3a.
Reaction progress over time for the thioetherification of electrophile
4a with PrSH and either 5% cage 2, 5% cage 1/30% 3a, or 30% 3a
alone as catalyst. [4a] = 15.8 mM, [PrSH] = 19.8 mM, reactions were
performed at 80 °C in CD3CN.
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139 components are small enough to theoretically form ternary (or
140 in some cases higher) complexes with 1. The gaps between the
141 ligand walls are also large, and all guests tested show fast in/out
142 exchange rates on the NMR time scale. Chemical shift changes
143 of protons in either the guest or the host in 1H NMR
144 experiments are small, and the fact that cage 1 exists as a
145 mixture of three metal-centered isomers in solution (48% C3,
146 41% S4, 11% T)26 only adds to the complexity. The high
147 freezing point of CD3CN limits low-temperature investiga-
148 tions, and the exchange rates are too fast to allow effective
149 NOE buildup in 2D NMR experiments. Fortunately, UV/vis
150 absorbance titrations are an effective method of investigating
151 the recognition events. The binding constants are high enough
152 that strong changes in absorbance of cage 1 occur at even
153 micromolar concentrations in CH3CN. Each guest was titrated
154 into a 1.5 μM solution of 1 in CH3CN, and the changes in
155 absorbance at both 330 and 370 nm were recorded and
156 analyzed. The binding isotherms were fit with both 1:1 and 1:2
157 models,28 and we then analyzed the best fit for each guest. The

t1 158 results are summarized in Table 1; for the full fitting details,
159 including fitting curves, variances, and error analysis, see the
160 Supporting Information.

161 Twelve different components (Figure 1d) were analyzed that
162 would allow a range of mechanistic investigations into the
163 thioetherification reaction. They consisted of two trityl
164 electrophiles 4a and 4b, two different sized nucleophiles n-
165 propanethiol (PrSH) and n-octanethiol (OctSH), five acidic
166 cofactors 3a−e, as well as the thioether products 5a and 5b
167 and dioctyl disulfide (OctS)2. All of the components show
168 strong affinity for the cage, interestingly, even small species
169 such as PrSH. In each case, the binding isotherms were fit to
170 both the 1:1 and unbiased 1:2 binding models and the
171 variances calculated. The significance of the 1:2 model was
172 judged based on the inverse ratio of the squared residuals
173 compared to the 1:1 model and quantified via their p value.
174 Three general patterns emerged from this analysis, and these
175 are summarized in Table 1 (and Tables S2−S4). Three guests
176 unambiguously showed best fit to the 1:2 binding model, with
177 p values below 0.001, and are labeled as the 1:2 substrates in
178 Table 1: OctSH, trityl ether 3b, and cofactor 3a. In these cases,

179two equilibrium constants were extracted, defined as K1 and
180K2, illustrating the sequential formation of 1:1 and 1:2 host/
181guest complexes.
182The calculated binding affinities are all strong, with the
183weakest affinity shown by pivalic acid 3e. Every other guest has
184an affinity of >104 M−1, which corresponds to >95% occupancy
185at millimolar concentrations, so competitive guest binding
186effects are clearly relevant in any catalytic process. The larger
187guests show greater affinities, as might be expected, and
188anthroic/naphthoic acids 3b and 3c are very strongly bound,
189with affinities of ∼100000 M−1. Notably, the thioethers 5a and
1905b are strongly bound as well, indicating that product
191inhibition is a factor that must be considered in any cage-
192catalyzed reactions with 1. Unfortunately, the complex fitting
193equations prevent unambiguous proof of 1:2 heterocomplexes
194with multiple different guests. Titration of 3a into 1·PrSH
195shows additional changes in absorbance, but it is not possible
196to determine whether this is due to expulsion of PrSH or
197formation of heteroternary complexes.
198The substrates that form 1:2 complexes are especially
199interesting. As the 1:2 binding model was unbiased, the
200cooperativity of the binding process was not assumed in the
201model, and the cooperativity factor α (defined as 4K2/K1) can
202be analyzed.28a Interestingly, the cooperativity of the 1:2
203substrates is not constant. While OctSH and ether 3b show
204negative cooperativity (α < 1), diacid cofactor 3a shows strong
205positive cooperativity, with α = 51. This is presumably due to
206self-complementary hydrogen bonds between the two diacids,
207but why this is not seen for the other acids 3b−3e is not clear.
208Molecular modeling sheds some light on the binding modes.
209The large guests fill the space on the interior quite effectively in
210a 1:2 manner: the minimized structures of 1·3a2 and 1·4b2
211 f3(SPARTAN, Hartree−Fock) are shown in Figure 3a,b. The
212cavity is easily spacious enough to occupy two guests, and the
213relatively large exit/entry portals can allow fast guest exchange.

Table 1. Binding Affinities of Reaction Components in Cage
1a

1:2 substrate K1 × 103 M−1 K2 × 103 M−1 α (4K2/K1)
28a

OctSH 174 ± 43 0.78 ± 0.53 0.018
ether 4b 47.1 ± 8.5 2.11 ± 0.38 0.18
acid 3a 19.0 ± 11 244 ± 89 51

1:1substrate Ka × 103 M−1 Ka × 103 M−1

PrSH 58.5 ± 4.7 alcohol 4a 14.5 ± 0.77
acid 3b 95.4 ± 5.5 thioether 5a 24.8 ± 1.5
acid 3c 102 ± 5.2 thioether 5b 91.7 ± 7.8
acid 3d 25.5 ± 1.0 (OctS)2 76.1 ± 3.8
acid 3e 2.40 ± 0.15

aIn CH3CN, [1] = 1.5 μM, absorbance changes measured at 300/330
nm and 370 nm.28

Figure 3. Minimized structures (SPARTAN, Hartree−Fock) of (a)
S4-1·3a2; (b) S4-1·4a2; (c) S4-1·3b; and (d) S4-1·3b·4a·PrSH.
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214 The cavity is even large enough to conceivably form a
215 quaternary complex with all three reactants (Figure 3d),
216 although this would have substantial entropic penalties. This,
217 of course, introduces the question of why there is observable
218 affinity for all the guests, and at such high binding constants,
219 even for small guests such as PrSH. The 1·3b complex in
220 Figure 3c illustrates the large spaces in the cavity upon binding
221 only one guest. Obviously the remainder of the cavity can be
222 filled by solvent molecules, but Rebek’s 55% occupancy rule is
223 not dominant here.29 The most reasonable suggestion is that
224 the small, polar guests interact with the octacationic cage and
225 its aromatic walls via CH−π and π−π interactions, and these
226 interactions allow transient formation of host/guest complexes.
227 This is not unprecedented: the Nitschke lab has shown that a
228 variety of Fe−iminopyridine cages with large cavities can show
229 rapid in/out kinetics with small molecule guests,30 and only
230 when the exit portals are reduced in size do kinetically stable
231 Michaelis complexes form. It is important to note that accurate
232 structural information about where the guests reside complexes
233 is still lacking, due to the limited information available from
234 NMR analysis. These cages have no large flat panels creating a
235 boxlike enclosure;15a,30 rather, the walls are very much edge-
236 oriented and so the usual definition of guests being “inside” or
237 “outside”30a the cage is less clear. The models in Figure 3 are
238 plausible representations of host/guest complexes but are not
239 the only possibilities that would allow promoted reaction.
240 What is clear from the binding studies is that the host brings
241 multiple species into close proximity, which allows accelerated
242 reactions.
243 Having illustrated the binding affinity of the various
244 components, we investigated the effect of the cage on the
245 kinetics of the various acid-catalyzed thioetherification
246 processes. The components of the reaction were systematically
247 varied, focusing on small changes in component structure that
248 should have minimal effects on the reaction in the absence of
249 cage. The two electrophiles triphenylmethanol 4a and its ethyl
250 ether 4b have similar reactivities and only small differences in
251 size. The five different acid cofactors (3a−e, Figure 1) were
252 chosen such that the size of the cofactor could be varied
253 significantly while retaining relatively similar acidities. The
254 inspiration for the process, diacid 3a, is the largest substrate
255 and has a pKa of ∼3.7 (based on comparison with 3,3-
256 dimethylglutarate31). The other cofactors vary slightly in pKa
257 (3b = 3.65, 3c = 3.69, 3d = 4.20, 3e = 5.03)31 but have
258 substantial differences in volume (3a = 244 Å3, 3b = 159 Å3, 3c
259 = 122 Å3, 3d = 96 Å3, 3e = 84 Å3). Finally, the two
260 nucleophiles PrSH and OctSH show highly similar nucleo-
261 philicity but significantly different overall size, with volumes of
262 68 and 136 Å3, respectively.
263 The first tests were to determine the effect of varying the
264 cofactor catalyst, keeping the nucleophile and electrophile
265 constant (alcohol 4a and PrSH, respectively). The ratio of
266 cage/cofactor was kept constant at 5% cage 1 and 30% cofactor
267 3a−e, with [4a] = 15.8 mM in CD3CN. This 1:6 ratio of cage
268 to cofactor will be described as 1·3a−e for the rest of this
269 paper. The reactions were run to ∼25% completion to ensure
270 accuracy in initial rate measurement (although some of the
271 faster reactions proceeded further in the same time frame).
272 The initial rates for the cage-mediated processes (V(1·3a−e))
273 and the background rate with 30% cofactor in the absence of

t2f4 274 cage (V(3a−e)) are shown in Table 2 and Figure 4. The
275 different cofactors show quite different catalytic activities, even
276 in the absence of cage. The reaction rates catalyzed by “free”

277cofactors 3a−e vary somewhat, but they do not follow the
278trend of pKa; naphthoic acid 3c is the best catalyst, and diacid
2793a is by far the worst, despite their similar pKa’s. The relative
280order of effectiveness is 3c > 3d > 3b ≫ 3e > 3a. None of the
281free catalysts 3a−e are particularly effective, however, with all
282of the reactions only reaching <30% conversion at best after 6
283h reflux. In each case, the reactions were very clean: the only
284observed species in the NMR were the reactants, thioether
285products, and a small amount of disulfide (see below) in
286certain cases. No ester byproducts from tritylation of the acids
287were seen, either in the control or cage-catalyzed examples.
288When 5% cage 1 is added, the relative rates of reaction
289change markedly, and the rate acceleration due to the presence
290of catalytic cage 1 varies significantly with the nature of the
291acid cofactor. The overall reaction rate order is 1·3b > 1·3c ∼
2921·3d > 1·3e > 1·3a. Addition of cage 1 has the largest effect on
293the reactions catalyzed by diacid 3a, anthroic acid 3b, and
294pivalic acid 3e, with each complex showing at least a 10−50-

Table 2. Supramolecular Cofactor-Mediated Catalysisa

acid
cofactor

V(1·(3a−e)) × 10−4
mM/min

V(3a−e) × 10−4
mM/min

V(1·3(a−e))/
V(3a−e)

3a 39 0.7 56
3b 229 19 12
3c 126 67 1.9
3d 109 33 3.3
3e 92 8 12

a[4a] = 15.8 mM, [RSH] = 19.8 mM, reactions were performed at 80
°C in CD3CN. Initial rates were determined using the first set of
linear time points under 50% conversion by comparing Δ[5a]/t
(min). Concentrations were confirmed using dioxane as a standard
(7.9 mM).

Figure 4. Dependence on cofactor size. Reaction progress over time
for the thioetherification of electrophile 4a and 4b with PrSH (a) 5%
cage 1/30% cofactor 3a−e catalyst and (b) 30% 3a−e alone. [4a] =
15.8 mM, reactions were performed at 80 °C in CD3CN.
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295 fold enhancement in initial rate compared to that with the free
296 acid. In contrast, the reactions catalyzed by naphthoic acid 3c
297 and benzoic acid 3d are only accelerated ∼2-fold by the
298 presence of 5% cage 1. In addition, simply varying the cofactor
299 in the cage-mediated process from 3a and 3b causes a 15-fold
300 rate difference, despite the fact that the cofactor pKa’s are
301 essentially the same and all other conditions are identical. The
302 thioetherification process caused no decomposition of the cage
303 (Figure S4), even under extended reaction times, but some
304 oxidative dimerization of the PrSH nucleophile was observed
305 in the slower reactions, presumably caused by small amounts of
306 free FeII leached from the cage and atmospheric oxygen. This
307 reaction was slower than the thioetherification reaction, and
308 only small amounts of (PrS)2 were observed. Interestingly, this
309 small amount of free Lewis acid is not capable of catalyzing the
310 thioetherification: no reaction was observed after extensive
311 heating with 1 alone.
312 The next steps were to investigate which components were
313 directly involved in the rate equation: while the thioether-
314 ification reaction with “free” catalyst is an SN1 process and will
315 have no dependence on [nucleophile], introducing the cage 1
316 host into the reaction will change this. If the cofactor,
317 electrophile, and/or nucleophile are bound by the cage before
318 the rate-determining step, the reaction rate will show a
319 dependence on [nucleophile]. We therefore performed initial
320 rate studies with varying electrophile type (4a or 4b), varying
321 [cofactor], and varying concentration and size of nucleophile

f5f6 322 (Figures 5 and 6). For simplicity, we narrowed down the focus
323 to the cofactors that were most strongly affected by the
324 presence of cage 1, diacid 3a, and anthroic acid 3b.
325 The relevant questions are whether the reaction rate is
326 dependent on the concentration of cofactor and/or nucleo-
327 phile and how this dependence changes upon varying the
328 nature of the electrophile between alcohol 4a and ether 4b.
329 The reaction rate is indeed dependent on [cofactor], as might

330be expected; Figure 5 shows the variation in initial rate upon
331varying [3a] or [3b] from 1.6 to 4.8 mM (10−30% with
332respect to electrophile) while keeping the [1] constant at 15.8
333mM, and the reaction rate increases with increasing [3b]. The
334observations are somewhat surprising: the rate of the acid-
335catalyzed reaction is not affected by variations in concentration
336of diacid 3a. The acid must be involved in the reaction, as the
337process does not occur without it, nor can it be catalyzed by
338cage 1 in the absence of acid. The explanation lies in the
339unusual binding characteristics of diacid 3a: as the binding is
340strongly positively cooperative (α = 51), the resting state is 1·
3413a2, not 1·3a. As the binding is so high, even at a 1:1 cage/
342guest ratio, the inactive 1·3a2 dominates the resting state, so
343the rate is essentially independent of 3a. In contrast, anthroic
344acid 3b, which binds in a 1:1 manner, shows saturation
345kinetics, with rate increasing with increasing [3b] but slowing
346at high [3b]. This is likely due to inhibition by saturating the
347cage with excess cofactor 3b. This reactivity profile indicates
348the possibility of forming 1·3b2, as was hinted at by the fitting
349analysis. If a small amount of 1·3b2 can form, it is not positively

Figure 5. Reaction dependence on cofactor concentration: (a)
reaction progress over time with varying [3a]; (b) reaction rate vs
[3a]; (c) reaction progress over time with varying [3d]; (d) reaction
rate vs [3b]. [4a] = 15.8 mM, [PrSH] = 19.8 mM, reactions were
performed at 80 °C in CD3CN.

Figure 6. Reaction dependence on nucleophile concentration and
size. Reaction progress over time with (a) 4a, varying [PrSH], 1·3a
catalyst; (b) 4b, varying [PrSH], 1·3a catalyst; (c) 4a, varying
[PrSH], 1·3b catalyst; (d) 4b, varying [PrSH], 1·3b catalyst; (e) 4a,
varying [OctSH], 1·3a catalyst; (f) 4b, varying [OctSH], 1·3a catalyst.
[4a, 4b] = 15.8 mM, [1] = 0.8 mM, [3a, 3b] = 4.8 mM. Reactions
were performed at 80 °C in CD3CN.
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350 cooperative, and the resting and active states of the cage/
351 cofactor complex are identical.
352 The other unusual observation is that the putatively “SN1”
353 reaction to form thioether 5a shows variable rate dependences
354 when the components are varied, including showing rate
355 dependence on the concentration of nucleophile. When small
356 molecules are used to catalyze this reaction, no rate
357 dependence on nucleophile is seen:27 only when cage catalysts
358 capable of molecular recognition (such as 2) are used. Figure 6
359 shows the initial rates observed for the cage-catalyzed
360 thioetherification reaction at varying concentrations of
361 nucleophile. The six entries in Figure 6 show these effects
362 on reactions between electrophiles 4a and 4b, with PrSH and
363 OctSH nucleophiles, and with cofactors 3a and 3b. Even at
364 first glance, it is obvious that small changes in reactant
365 structure effect large changes in rate and dependence on
366 [nucleophile] in the cage-catalyzed reaction.
367 Figure 6a clearly shows that the rate of reaction between 4a
368 and PrSH catalyzed by the 1·3a complex is dependent on
369 [PrSH]. The rate at [PrSH] = 19.8 mM was 39 × 10−4 mM/
370 min. When ether 4b was subjected to the same conditions, the
371 observed rate was slightly faster at 79 × 10−4 mM/min.
372 However, upon changing the concentration of PrSH, the rate
373 of reaction of ether 4b remains identical, whereas that with
374 alcohol 4a increases significantly with increasing [PrSH]. This
375 variation in dependence on nucleophile concentration is not
376 due to differing mechanisms of reaction between 4a and 4b in
377 the absence of cage: using either strong acids such as
378 CF3CO2H

27 as catalyst shows no change in rate with varying
379 [PrSH], as would be expected for an SN1 reaction. The
380 structural change in electrophile is smallthere is a difference
381 in basicity between 4a and 4b (conjugated acid pKa of ∼−3.5
382 vs −2) as well as a small difference in size, but the cation
383 formed upon reaction is identical, so the change in
384 [nucleophile] dependency is unusual. This observation mirrors
385 the effect seen with acid-functionalized cage 2,27 where
386 molecular recognition effects change the molecularity of the
387 reaction. In this case, similar changes in nucleophile depend-
388 ence are observed for a cofactor-mediated process.
389 When anthroic acid 3b is used as cofactor, the kinetic
390 behavior of the reaction changes significantly. The rate of
391 reaction of alcohol 4a with PrSH catalyzed by 1·3b is much
392 faster (260 × 10−4 mM/min) than with 1·3a, whereas the
393 reaction rate with ether 4b is essentially unchanged (70 × 10−4

394 mM/min). In both cases catalyzed by 1·3b, there is no
395 dependence on [PrSH]. Finally, the nature of the nucleophile
396 was varied, and the larger n-octanethiol (OctSH) was used in
397 place of PrSH. Parts e and f of Figure 6 show the rate profiles
398 for the reaction of OctSH with electrophiles 4a and 4b, with 1·
399 3a as catalyst. The initial rates of thioetherification are faster
400 than those with PrSH (k(4a) = 135 × 10−4 mM/min, k(4b) =
401 150 × 10−4 mM/min with 1.25 equiv of OctSH). The
402 dependence on nucleophile concentration is similar to that
403 shown by PrSH: ether 4b has no dependence on [OctSH],
404 whereas alcohol 4a does.
405 In addition to the differences in thioetherification rate, the
406 reaction with OctSH displayed one other notable difference
407 from that with PrSH: OctSH is oxidatively dimerized to the
408 disulfide (OctS)2 by cage 1 at a much faster rate. We have
409 previously observed that more reactive aryl thiols can be
410 oxidized to the disulfides by Fe-containing cages,27 but
411 oxidation of alkyl thiols is very sluggish. Despite the two

412thiols having highly similar oxidation potential, OctSH was
413oxidized by 5% cage 1 at a rate 4-fold faster than PrSH.
414The presence of the cage has a variety of effects on the
415reactions, some subtle and some that are quite remarkable.
416 f7Figure 7 shows a summary of some of the effects of the cage on

417the reaction process. Not all of the possible equilibria are
418shown, for clarity; as there are as many as four components in
419the reaction mixture as well as the cage, and as some of them
420can form 1:1 and 1:2 homo- and heteroternary complexes,
421there are many possible host/guest processes occurring during
422the reaction. Despite the host showing strong affinity for all
423components of the reaction, the rapid in/out exchange rates of
424the substrates allow the cofactor-mediated catalysis to be
425successful.
426The general accelerated cofactor-mediated process is
427illustrated in Figure 7a, covering the reactions that do not
428show nucleophile dependence (e.g., with 4b, 3b, etc.). In this
429case, a standard SN1 mechanism is occurring, and cation
430formation is the rate-determining step. The electrophile and
431cofactor can each bind in the cavity of 1, and the accelerated
432reaction occurs when the electrophile 4 is activated by the 1·3
433complex. The rate acceleration is controlled by the relative
434proportion of the 1·3·4 complex in solution. This is not
435dependent on the affinity of the individual components: for
436example, naphthoic acid 3c has essentially the same affinity for
4371 as anthroic acid 3b but gives only a 2-fold acceleration of the
4384a/PrSH thioetherification, as opposed to a 12-fold accel-
439eration with 3b. The strongest accelerations are seen with
440reactants that show synergistic coencapsulation in the host
441cavity. It should be noted that the products 5a/5b have
442stronger affinity for 1 than the reactants, and some product
443inhibition is observed at high conversions, in contrast with acid
444cage 2, where the products has a lower affinity than the
445reactants.27

Figure 7. Mechanistic possibilities in the cofactor-mediated process:
(a) “standard” cofactor-mediated process; (b) requirements for
nucleophile-dependent kinetics; (c) accelerated dimerization of
large nucleophiles by favorable ternary complex formation.
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446 The most unusual reactivity is shown by the combination of
447 cofactor 3a and electrophile 4a (Figure 7b). Whereas all other
448 combinations showed SN1-type kinetics, with the cage
449 controlling the overall rate, using diacid 3a as cofactor with
450 triphenylmethanol showed a rate independent of cofactor
451 concentration as well as dependent on nucleophile concen-
452 tration. As discussed previously, the unique positive cooper-
453 ativity in forming the 1·3a2 complex can explain the lack of
454 dependence on cofactor concentration with 3a. The reasons
455 for dependence on [nucleophile] are less obvious. With acid-
456 bearing cage 2, strong dependence on [nucleophile] was
457 observed,27 but that only requires formation of ternary host/
458 guest complexes. For the cofactor-mediated process with cage
459 1, introducing nucleophile before the rate-determining step
460 would require the formation, however briefly, of a quaternary
461 1·3a·4a·PrSH complex. The molecular modeling in Figure 3d
462 suggests that this is plausible, as all three components can fit in
463 the cavity of 1. The entropic penalty of forming a quaternary
464 complex could be overcome by expulsion of solvent molecules
465 from the cavity. Other arguments could be made for pre-
466 equilibrium binding of nucleophile in 1 affecting the rate, but
467 as all other combinations show no nucleophile dependence,
468 this is unlikely. The oddity is that the combination of 3a and
469 4a is uniqueonly in this case is nucleophile dependence
470 seen, and this combination shows a much larger rate
471 acceleration than with the other cofactors. The most likely
472 reason is that the effects causing the positive cooperativity in
473 formation of 1·3a2 (self-complementary H-bonding with the
474 diacid) also favor the formation of heteroternary complexes
475 with the alcohol electrophile and can contribute to binding the
476 nucleophile too. This phenomenon does require further
477 investigation, however.
478 Finally, the competing oxidative dimerization of the
479 nucleophile is an interesting illustration of the favorable 1:2
480 binding of the longer OctSH in cage 1 (Figure 7c). The
481 accelerated dimerization of OctSH can be easily explained by
482 the colocalization of the two thiols in the cage interior, with
483 the reaction promoted by small amounts of free FeII salts.
484 PrSH is smaller and does not favor 1:2 complexes; hence, the
485 dimerization rate is slower.

486 ■ CONCLUSIONS
487 In conclusion, we have shown that a self-assembled Fe4L6 cage
488 is capable of co-encapsulating multiple carboxylic acid
489 containing guests in its cavity, and these acids can act as
490 cofactors for cage-catalyzed nucleophilic substitutions. The
491 most important observations are the nonlinear dependency of
492 the reaction on cofactor concentration, the differing rate
493 accelerations for differently sized cofactors and the variable
494 dependency of the reaction nucleophile concentration. These
495 observations illustrate that molecular recognition of one or
496 more reaction components is key to the reaction outcomes.
497 Small changes in the size and shape of the reactants and
498 catalysts can have large effects on the reaction profile in
499 unexpected ways. Differently sized cofactors, nucleophiles, and
500 electrophiles all affect the reaction rate and molecularity
501 differently, even when they have similar reactive properties
502 outside the cage.

503 ■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
504 General Information. Cages 1 and 2 and cofactor 3a were
505 synthesized according to literature procedures.26 See that publication
506 for full characterization. 1H and 13C spectra were recorded on Bruker

507Avance NEO 400 MHz or Bruker Avance 600 MHz NMR
508spectrometer. The spectrometers were automatically tuned and
509matched to the correct operating frequencies. Proton (1H) and
510carbon (13C) chemical shifts are reported in parts per million (δ) with
511respect to tetramethylsilane (TMS, δ = 0) and referenced internally
512with respect to the protio solvent impurity for CD3CN (1H: 1.94
513ppm, 13C: 118.3 ppm). Deuterated NMR solvents were obtained from
514Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc. (Andover, MA) and used
515without further purification. Spectra were digitally processed (phase
516and baseline corrections, integration, peak analysis) using Bruker
517Topspin 1.3 and MestreNova. All other materials were obtained from
518Aldrich Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO) or Fisher Scientific (Fairlawn,
519NJ) and were used as received. Solvents were dried through a
520commercial solvent purification system (Pure Process Technologies,
521Inc.). UV/vis spectroscopy was performed on a Cary 60 photo-
522spectrometer using the Varian Scans program to collect data.
523Synthesis of Octyl Trityl Sulfide 5b. Trityl chloride (100 mg,
5240.36 mmol) was placed in a Schlenk flask with a stir bar and purged
525with N2. n-Octanethiol (0.12 mL, 1.8 mmol) was added to the flask,
526and the reaction was stirred at 80 °C in a heating mantle for 12 h. The
527solvent was removed and the product dried in vacuo to yield pure
528product as a white crystalline solid (105.6 mg, 76%): 1H NMR (400
529MHz, CD3CN) δ 7.43 (dd, J = 5.6, 3.7 Hz, 6H), 7.35−7.31 (m, 6H),
5307.28−7.24 (m, 3H), 2.3 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 1.4−1.13 (m, 12H), 0.89
531(t, J = 7.4 Hz, 3H); 13C {1H} NMR (101 MHz, CD3CN) δ 145.1,
532129.4, 127.8, 126.6, 66.1, 31.5, 28.8, 28.7, 28.6, 28.2, 22.3, 13.4;
533HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z calcd for C27H32S 388.2225, found 387.2141
534([M − H]−).
535General Procedure for Substitution Reactions. Electrophile 4
536(1 molar equiv, 6.3 μmol, 10 μL of 0.63 M solution) was placed in an
537NMR tube followed by 5 mol % cage 1 (0.31 μmol, 2 mg) and 30 mol
538% acid 3 (1.86 mmol, 5 μL of 0.372 M solution in CD3CN) or 30%
539acid 3 alone. The nucleophile (1.25 molar equiv, 7.9 μmol, 3.9 μL of 2
540M solution in CD3CN) was then added followed by 1,4-dioxane as
541the internal standard (0.5 molar equiv, 3.2 μmol, 1.6 μL of 2 M
542solution in CD3CN). A combined total volume of 400 μL of CD3CN
543was added, and the tube was capped and quickly shaken to dissolve all
544solids. An initial 1H NMR spectrum of the reaction mixture was
545obtained to verify the stoichiometry of the sample. The sample was
546then heated at 80 °C and the reaction progress monitored over time.
547Rate calculation trials were performed in triplicate. The percent
548conversion values were obtained via integration of the product and
549substrate peaks against the internal standard, and the calculated values
550of repeated trials were averaged.
551General Procedure for Binding Affinity Calculations. A 1.5
552μM solution of cage 1 was prepared in spectroscopic-grade CH3CN
553via dilutions from a 0.3 mM stock solution and added to a UV−vis
554cuvette. To this solution was then added 1 μL aliquots from a 4.5 mM
555solution of the corresponding guest molecule, equating to 1 molar
556equiv of guest to cage. These additions were continued until there was
557no observable change in the absorption spectrum. Binding affinities
558were calculated via linear regression analysis using the Nelder−Mead
559method from the change in absorbance at two points (300 nm/330
560and 370 nm), the data were fit to either a 1:1 or 1:2 binding model,
561and the variance used to determine best fit using a nonlinear least-
562squares (maximum likelihood) approach written within the
563Mathematica programming environment.28 See the Supporting
564Information for equations and a full description of the fitting.
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